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Curator Sophie Blackhall-Cain sought to curate an exhibition of emerging 
and established illustrators and muralists, each asked to reflect on the 
contemporary tension and/or adjacency between the indoor and outdoor, 
the mural and the illustration, the public space and the private studio.

There is a nascent trend with contemporary illustrators, many of whom work 
digitally and on small, paper scales, to attempt to translate their works into 
large, outdoor murals. Besides the artistic technical shifts, this change of 
format also entails an intellectual shift of deliberations. Illustrators usually 
work in a private studio, free to self-dictate their artistic vision in regards 
to style, size, format and materials. However, when approaching a mural 
format, these creative parameters are usually already dictated: the mural is a 
site-specific, often externally curated piece which requires physical materials 
and spatial considerations.

Curator Sophie Blackhall-Cain approached national and international artists 
operating between these two mediums and asked them to reflect on this 
tension and how it dictates and informs their artistic process. 

The timing of the First Coast festival during the display of this show 
is pertinent: it is a timely occasion to explore the emerging creative 
conversation between these two artistic mediums.

About Ins and Outs





Jess Cruickshank
Yeah Nah/2016/Acrylic on Arches 600gsm/410 x 585
$340



Carla McRae
Making Space/2016/polychromos pencils on arches, 210 x 210
$200



Matthew Wong
GO BIG/2016/Full colour print on Felt Bright White 216gsm paper/290 x 290
$120



Hyesu Lee
Ins and Outs/2016/Digital print on 160gsm paper/420 x 595
$120



Ellen Porteus
Mural_Tools_layers.psd and Hands_Dirty_layers.psd//2016/Digital prints on transparent 
film/210x297
$115 each



Mariana, a miserável
INS/2016/acrylic and graphite on paper 300gsm/ 70 x 90 
OUTS/2016/acrylic and graphite on paper 300gsm/ 290 x 210
$230 for the set 



Gwilym Devey
Spirit and Quadrant/2015/Digital print/ 410 x 585
$150 each



Bafcat
Untitled/2016/Goache on 600gsm paper/410 x 585
$300



Sophie Blackhall-Cain
Breakthrough/2016/Digital print/410 x 585
$125



Lettering by Bobby Haiqalsyah | Animation by Armand Pranoto
Writing on the Wall /2016 /Digital projection 


